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ABSTRACT 

Fake practices in Google Play, the most well known Android application market, fuel search rank 

maltreatment and malware multiplication. To recognize malware, past work has zeroed in on 

application executable and consent examination. In this paper, we present FairPlay, an original 

framework that finds and use follows left behind by fraudsters, to recognize both malware and 

applications exposed to look through rank misrepresentation. FairPlay corresponds to audit 

exercises and exceptionally joins identified survey relations with phonetic and social signs 

gathered from Google Play application information (87K applications, 2.9M audits, and 2.4M 

commentators, gathered over a large portion of a year), to distinguish dubious applications. 

FairPlay accomplishes more than 95% exactness in grouping best quality level datasets of 

malware, fake and authentic applications. We show that 75% of the distinguished malware 

applications participate in search rank extortion. FairPlay finds many deceitful applications that 

at present dodge Google Bouncer's recognition innovation. FairPlay likewise helped the 

disclosure of over 1,000 audits, detailed for 193 applications, that uncover another kind of 

"coercive" survey crusade: clients are pestered into composing positive surveys and introduce and 

survey other applications. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The business achievement of Android application markets, for example, Google Play and the 

motivating force model they proposition to well-known applications, make them engaging focuses 

for false and malevolent practices. Some deceitful designers misleadingly help the inquiry rank 

and notoriety of their applications (e.g., through counterfeit surveys and sham establishment 

counts), while vindictive engineers use application markets as a platform for their malware. The 



 
 
 

inspiration for such practices is sway: application fame floods convert into monetary advantages 

and sped up malware expansion. 

Deceitful designers much of the time exploit publicly supporting locales (e.g., Freelancer, Fiverr, 

BestAppPromotion) to employ groups of willing labourers to submit extortion, all in all, copying 

sensible, unconstrained exercises from irrelevant individuals (i.e., "crowdsourcing" ) see Figure 1 

for a model. We call this conduct "search rank misrepresentation". Also, the endeavours of 

Android markets to distinguish and eliminate malware are not generally effective. For example, 

Google Play utilizes the Bouncer framework to eliminate malware. Notwithstanding, out of the 7, 

756 Google play lay applications we investigated utilizing Virus Total tall, 12% (948) were hailed 

by no less than one enemy of infection apparatus and 2% (150) were recognized as malware by 

something like 10 devices Previous portable malware location work has zeroed in on powerful 

examination of application executables just as a static examination of code and authorizations. 

Nonetheless, late Android malware examination uncovered that malware develops rapidly to 

sidestep hostile to infection tools. In this paper, we look to distinguish both malware and search 

rank and misrepresentation subjects in Google Play. 

We propose Fair Play, a framework that use the above perceptions to effectively recognize Google 

play lay extortion and malware. Our significant commitments are:  

A cheat and malware discovery approach. To distinguish extortion and malware, we propose and 

produce 28 social, conduct and semantic provisions, that we use to prepare managed learning 

calculations : We figure the idea of co-survey charts to show investigating relations between 

clients. We foster PCF, a productive calculation to recognize transiently compelled, co-survey 

pseudo-coteries — framed by commentators with significantly covering co-auditing exercises 

across brief time frame windows.  We utilize fleeting elements of audit present occasions on 

distinguishing dubious survey spikes got by applications; we show that to make up for a negative 

survey, for an application that has a rating R, a fraudster needs to post R−1/5−R positive audits. 

We likewise recognize applications with "uneven" survey, rating and introduce counts, just as 

applications with consent demand inclines.  We utilize etymologically and conduct data to (i)detect 

real surveys from which we then, at that point (ii) separate client distinguished extortion and 

malware markers.  Apparatuses to gather and handle Google Play information. We have created 

GPC rawler, an instrument to consequently gather information distributed by Google Play for 



 
 
 

applications, clients and surveys, just as GPad, a device to download apps of free applications and 

sweep them for malware utilizing Virus Total. Novel longitudinal and best quality level datasets. 

We contributed a longitudinal dataset of 87, 223 newly posted Google Play applications (alongside 

their 2.9M audits, from 2.3M commentators) gathered between October 2014 and May 2015. We 

have utilized pursuit rank misrepresentation master contacts in Freelancer, hostile to infection 

instruments and manual confirmations to gather the best quality level datasets of many false, 

malware and harmless applications. 

2 EXISTING TECHNIQUES 

In the writing, while there are some connected work, for example,  

• Web positioning spam discovery  

• Online audit spam discovery  

• Mobile App proposal  

As a rule, the connected works of this review can be assembled into three classifications.  

Albeit a portion of the current methodologies can be utilized for inconsistency discovery from 

authentic rating and survey records, they can't extricate extortion confirmations for a given time 

frame period (i.e., driving meeting). Can't ready to recognize positioning extortion occurred in 

Apps' authentic driving meetings. 

3. PROPOSED TECHNIQUES 

Deceitful practices in Google Play, the most well known Android application market, fuel search 

rank maltreatment and malware expansion. To distinguish malware, past work has zeroed in on 

application executable and consent investigation.  

In this paper, we present FairPlay, a clever framework that finds and use follows left behind by 

fraudsters, to distinguish both malware and applications exposed to look through rank extortion. 

FairPlay connects survey exercises and extraordinarily consolidates distinguished audit relations 

with etymological and conduct signs gathered from Google Play application information 



 
 
 

 

Fig 1 System model 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 

Modules 

 Mining Leading Sessions 

 Ranking Based Evidence 

 Rating Based Evidence 

 Review Based Evidence 

 Evidence Aggregation 

Mining Leading Sessions 

In the primary module, foster our framework climate with the subtleties of App like an application 

store. Naturally, the main meetings of a portable App address its times of fame, so the positioning 

control will just occur in these driving meetings. Thusly, the issue of distinguishing positioning 

misrepresentation is to identify deceitful driving meetings. Along this line, the principal task is 

how to mine the main meetings of a portable App from its chronicled positioning records. There 

are two fundamental stages for mining driving meetings. To start with, need to find driving 

occasions from the App's chronicled positioning records. Second, need to consolidate contiguous 

driving occasions for developing driving meetings. 

 



 
 
 

Ranking Based Evidence 

In this module, foster Ranking based Evidences framework. By examining the Apps' chronicled 

positioning records, web serve that Apps' positioning practices in the main occasion consistently 

fulfil a particular positioning example, which comprises of three distinctive positioning stages, to 

be specific, rising stage, keeping up with stage and downturn stage. In particular, in each driving 

occasion, an App's positioning first increments to a pinnacle position in the leaderboard (i.e., rising 

stage), then, at that point, saves such pinnacle position for a period (i.e., keeping up with stage), 

lastly diminishes till the finish of the occasion (i.e., downturn stage). 

Rating Based Evidence 

In the third module, improve the framework with Rating based confirmations module. The 

positioning based confirmations help position extortion recognition. In any case, once in a while, 

it isn't adequate to just utilize positioning based confirmations. For instance, some Apps made by 

renowned designers, like Gameloft, may make them lead occasions with enormous upsides of u1 

because of the engineers' believability and the "informal" publicizing impact. Additionally, a 

portion of the legitimate advertising administrations, for example, "restricted time rebate", may 

likewise bring about critical positioning based confirmations. To settle this issue, additionally, 

concentrate on the best way to extricate misrepresentation confirmations from Apps' chronicled 

rating records. 

Review Based Evidence 

In this module add the Review based Evidence module in our framework. Other than appraisals, 

the greater part of the App stores additionally permit clients to keep in touch with some literary 

remarks as App audits. Such audits can mirror the individual discernments and use encounters of 

existing clients for specific portable Apps. Without a doubt, survey control is one of the main 

viewpoints of App positioning extortion. In particular, before downloading or buying another 

portable App, clients frequently first read its authentic audits to facilitate their dynamic, and a 

versatile App containing more certain surveys may draw in more clients to download.  

Evidence Aggregation 

This module foster the Evidence Aggregation module to our framework. In the wake of extricating 

three sorts of misrepresentation confirms, the following test is how to consolidate them for 

positioning extortion recognition. For sure, there are many positioning and proof conglomeration 

strategies in the writing, for example, change based models score based models and Dempster-



 
 
 

Shafer rules. Nonetheless, a portion of these strategies centres around learning a worldwide 

positioning for all up-and-comers. 

5 CONCLUSION 

To present FairPlay, a framework to recognize both false and malware Google Play applications. 

Our tests on a recently contributed longitudinal application dataset, have shown that a high level 

of malware is engaged with search rank misrepresentation; both are accurately identified by 

FairPlay. Likewise, showed FairPlay's capacity to find many applications that dodge Google Play's 

discovery innovation, including another kind of coercive misrepresentation attack. In the future, 

plan to concentrate on more compelling extortion evidence and examine the inactive relationship 

among rating, review and rankings. Besides, we will expand our ranking fraud identification 

approach with other portable App related services, for example, versatile Apps proposal, for 

enhancing user experience. 
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